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vABSTRACT
Sylph is a collection of poems that explores our relationship with mythology.  It is
interested in the similarity between identity and mythology, and the constant reinvention 
that both experience.  It is interested in finding where myths intersects with individuals, 
societies, places, and other myths.  The book attempts to create a panorama of landscapes
both urban and rural, of figures ranging from alchemical spirits, animals from folklore, 
and  gods of Greek, Egyptian, and many other descents.  The poems frequently employ 
dramatic monologue in order to offer a voice to mythical figures.   They focus primarily 
on content and imagery, favoring metaphor and simile.  Sylph does not attempt to 
represent the entire body of mythology, but rather different figures that have intersected 
in a multicultural setting.   Sylph regards both the reader and the mythical figures not as 
artifacts, but as beings that are in a process of continual growth and experience.  
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1I.
2Written in Sand
A man could once walk through a desert
without writing a book about it.
There is nothing for him to do there
but live and let the dunes learn
the difference between man and mirage.
The scorpion cools its armor in his shadow,
the snake warms her skin by his bedroll,
a mist of eyes guards the coals.
His body is a gentler sun, but this too is a lie.
When he awakens they will all burn together.
We begged him for his story. He left
only a map of where the water was sweet
and marked ridges where roads wouldn't suffice.
A boy chased him to the edge of the sand
and the man said: “the story is a mirage,
the one crossing your imagination is a stranger
to you and me, and you will always forget him. 
My footprints are enough for the desert, who will
swallow and hold them forever in its belly.”
3Little Gods
I remember darkened panes, water 
color faces that said, “you are disturbing 
the peace of this place. Go.” It's all about 
vision. It's all about revision. 
I died up north and disembarked,
put new feet on new pavement, my rebirth
a ritual I repeat at sunrise.
So who stood there next to me
with a pewter jackdaw clenched in his fist?  
Who praised Apollo's cafe, the coffee 
overpriced but their grape leaves authentic,
the streets of Greece alive on their tongue
for a flash?  I want to pry them away,
the little gods. I want to set them loose
far from these windows and definitions.
4Terra
You have to give something up.
You have to let it go into the soil
like a fistful of seeds that might not grow. 
And you might not see
the way the roots dig in.
The maybes explode like the way stars 
blossom, until a single green vine 
reaches toward the sky
and leaves squash along the ground.
Celebrate footprints. Celebrate
the shape of a bird frozen
in stone only to be found years later.
You can make a hill to stand on.
You can make a hole to hide in.
You can make whatever you need.
Just give me your hand.
Before you could speak, I was preserving
your history. I was hoarding secrets
so you could translate the scratchings
on shale. I was waiting for someone like you
who could bring fresh air into my bones.
Translate my body and know 
how to become whole.
5Sleepwalking in the Other City
I wasn't dreaming, tongue whetted 
with strawberry cream and dusty
places. This forest never made me
feel like a weed in Times Square, rooted 
beneath neon grow-lamps, blinking 
suns of another planet like ours. 
I woke where I wasn't sleeping 
before. Moss slid from my skin, Fall
quilted up for Winter. Our bodies
aren't our own, they never were
more than a convenience for seeing
a thousand eyes staring back. They
don't need permission, they don't ask
to wander like our thoughts 
through gardens bruised with lawn chairs,
hidden between red carpet rooftops.
And these people in suits may as well
be from another world, their tongues
6an imitation of fizz and strawberries
even though the language is our own. Say 
'just grow up already' and the words spear 
clean through me. But heartblood makes 
good paint for the canvas of our skins,
all stories in cracks and violin strings ending 
with ruby apples. I want to be plucked. 
Instead I hum in harmony with the bulbs 
burning in slow-motion. Look
and you will see organisms everywhere,
streetveins filled with red car blood cells,
towers holding cells holding people
holding cells and we all glow, we all
burn to produce a little shimmer
and grow into this city's umbra. 
7Pegasus in Flight
He asked me why we taught our children 
to sculpt clouds into whatever they could imagine
but never to cup their hands under the stellar throne
and wrench the head from the ursine queen
to free two kissing kingfishers. He asked me
to join him in dividing the painted oil sky
into strips of filament.
He names everything. Everyday he names them again. 
He hides his eyes from the lilt of candle flame,
and turns the clocks down on their faces. The old gods win,
because no matter what he does, he dies first.
Every night he grows wings, feathers splintering
from his skin. It's never too cold
as long as the ground moves beneath him.
Limestone and amber bells and velvet vices
thread the way from his breast to the river.
He could fly forever but he knows his body
is a vessel and he wears it with pride,
because it terrifies him to be an idea that is lost
when winter hides the shape of water.
8I remember the time he stopped
outside my window when night slept, tapped
to get my attention. He pulled me under the glass
and made me watch meteorites fall through
the atmosphere, like a volley from all those star-men
celebrating or setting siege to our steel citadels.
It's like he tasted them in the wind
and watched the tiny sparks melt into us.
For a moment he could name them true,
and then they were like the memory of a breath,
winding every milky boulevard into one zephyr.
9Hulse-Taylor 
Imagine we're alone out there, the space
between sidewalks a silvered black, glowing
and growing to the skyline. Ruby rain
scatters on the pave. We're wet and our friends 
never called. Their tail lamps flicker 
like a sleeping sun while the street spotlights turn 
green. Why go home when we can tango
to the patter and pour slapping the streets?
Amber dashes down.
We don't stop though, no, who can ever stop
us when they're all ten billion miles away?
This wrong rainbow runs like blood
through the gutter and veins beneath our feet,
and every face it washed away
looks on back to hear us laugh and shimmer
like glass crows under a slicked pearl moon—
until we smash 
and explode into stardust.
10
Memory of Fire
She woke before dawn
kneading dust into sparks. 
In the day she works
and at night she sings 
to the first fire.
Every fire remembers 
the dance : a slow tarantella, 
fingers weaving silt 
into saplings, knitting branches
into warmth.  Here springs a fire ant, 
and here a princess, and there
is no end to the blossoming colors
except together in pitch and ash.
She remembers the first gasp, 
lungfuls of breath fueling the infant
to come and grow, to burn like shivering stars.
11
Bastet in the Bathhouse
A flash of copper
through the curtain of steam,
carved toes tasting the same
water that masks her in the mirror
beneath the surface. Mercury
minnows bubble and pause 
beside the jets. She moves 
like rivers basking in the desert.
Silhouettes of dolls of girls bathing
flick powdered lapis from their skin.
Her words are sandalwood winds;
she blows their bodies about 
with her fingertips. She sleeps
with her eyes against the glass 
of a new now. She cannot make a man 
from pieces in the river, but she can
break one and hold him 
in her hands like lotus petals.
1Published as: “Bastet in the Bathhouse.” The Smoking Poet. Summer 2012.                   
Web. 26 Nov. 2013. http://thesmokingpoet.tripod.com/summer2012/id9.html
12
Clotho's Apprentice
The snow lies in a blanket woven from 
the scraps of creation: not sloughed off flesh
or crumbled sinew, but mercurial thread 
pulled up from Atropos' sewing table.
As an apprentice I often slip
and the needle pricks my finger.
A whitened star buds, a lance hardens
like a callous and mends
our rage upon the sky. I die
with each stroke. I know I die
with every motion I never took 
which is why I revive 
the template of Elysium in cloth. 
Who else would lie under this bed of night, 
so cold it burns the hearth into my nerves. 
Frost binds Arachne's hands, so I must weave
desert sand and desert ice together 
at the seams. I must weave the morning star
into marriage with the shadowed pines, bind
myself in traitor's chains and wring out words
13
like atrium and lucid so I can make a scene
in water fibers, whitelit silhouettes
of our fathers' heralds, hooded
eagles watching while the sun melts our soil.
14
One Afternoon with a Death God
I.
All the good company departed
after the country became deep. 
The jackal-man crossed beneath curtains
of telephone wire like a manager, ready 
for an evening of karaoke and casual sex. 
He picked through our kicking stones and dusted 
a shard of obsidian, tucked it into my chest 
pocket. “I think we should take a walk.”  
More bark than words, but the shadows were kinder 
in dog days. I thought of the Samaritan walking 
what the radio would later call his  'little gay dog,'  
of a pair of Australian shepherds shepherding 
a woman by her leash, of the story 
about a grayed squirrel who ate off a guy's 
neck flesh. I thought,  'I'm okay with this.'
“What time is it?” I asked.  Time for robins 
to hatch, for breasts to be pried from grills 
and country fried. Time enough to die.  
The dead god shook his head. 
“You're too light hearted.”
15
II.
We counted the crosswalks between
badlands and city parks,
railroad tracks and of course a river
with a grated footbridge so you could watch
fish fight the current. 
They fought better than the boys, 
who would have been grateful to know 
the jackal was on holiday when they dove
from rails to rocks and laughed 
about the color of blood in rusty water.
A man sold sausages and colas next to a fountain,
though he would not take gold for cash. The spice
was worth it, whatever it was, because it filled us
long enough to forget that we were vacationing
in the town we thought we'd escape.
“History never forgets you,” reads the banner
above the ashthread beard of a man
who uses the rounds of the bus to sleep in peace. 
My companion reads the numerology
of an eight-hundred number and says,
“a good god never goes without an escort.”
16
III.
It turns out the Book of the Dead was just
an album cover. Tonight is football night
in the pub and the Lord is not the only one
wearing dog ears, but none can withstand
the two Germans whose tribute to Rush
he is there to witness. 
Together we embalmed ourselves 
and tested the weight of the spirits 
jarred in the King Street underground.
In the end I stepped back from the scales
shy of a plunge into the eater.
My weight was on my hands,  
against the pull of naked tongue-kisses
from a place that escapes my memory.
It was his turn to sing, and he made a killer
Sinatra, booming baritone breaking bottles
with proclamations of a life better spent
anywhere but alone.  
The house fell, empty rubble rolling into
the redlit night. The talent of the dead 
must have ripened with age, and never 
turned to vinegar. There is no way, I know,
that I would try to follow that act.
17
IV.
We walked because no cab would take us. 
The flashing amber above a sign sprung out,
hieroglyphs of a man in motion, forever moving
towards the sun of the aluminum desert.
The pilgrimage ended on the bristle of garden
roses, raised needles in plastic proclaiming 
“Welcome,” the one threshold that he would not
cross over. 
When I asked why he came,  if he wouldn't stay, 
he melted away with small thanks and the smell
of cherry tobacco stretching from the subways.
I set myself in a nest of second-hand stories
woven into cotton and wool. A feather poked
from the pillow beside my nose and I weighed 
the ebony shard in my pocket against my heart.
18
They Came in Boats
A snake slithers into sand
when the tide pulls back
and the shore's fingers reach
for receding waters.
The old boats rested here
between hunts and voyages.
Wolves came from the foam
and ate our salmon.
Wolves came from the sea
and slept on our stoops.
One by one they all came,
each telling of his own travels,
each drinking warm honey wine.
The wind is cold and the ships
still come. They come and they stay.
They leave their bodies on the far shore
and cast a watery reflection here.
They bet themselves on the future
of a frozen city. They do not see themselves
reflected in the ice that hangs from the eaves.
19
We invited the wolves to sleep
by our fires. We listened
to them sing like reed flutes.
In their songs they are kings.
They stride rivers and raise young.
They war over distant dunes.
Their howls make them like obelisks.
They sleep by our beds like visions
of a rolling green country
defying the clouds.
And then they wake and walk 
among us. No answer comes
from the past, their home.

21
II.
22
Becoming the Birds
I. Becoming
Every day we arrive brand new. Our cells
lay down new foundations while we dream up
even more versions of what we think of
as “selves.”  We want to be phoenixes
not cancers. We want to wake up in ashes
made of moments where we were weak,
where we said we didn't love anymore,
that burned away and made us stronger than before.
We want the strength to carry ourselves up
above the clouds, to fly where we're wanted.
To see what we could not see and rise above
the heights that have confined us.
We scratch at the shell of our own body
always meant to become somebody else.
23
II. Osprey
I would end on river shores
who draw breath into clay
and run forever forward.
Who gave me black and white?
Who gave me auguries
to see you swim in shadows,
stars like salmon bound 
for heaven?  You made me
bend beneath the sun. I teach you 
the taste of scythes biting your lips. 
We reveal ourselves like tides 
and go where the river goes.
24
III. Turtle Dove
You don't have to master scales
to understand harmony.
Just the pleasure of one more
vibration. We all arrive
here in the birches, where 
wind and needles cross. 
You make a story of me.
But do I have to die for you?
I've only just begun to see
the shape of the urn in our bodies.
The taste of ashes burns 
all down my throat.
25
IV. Shrike
The drake hangs impaled
on the Longinus birch.
Its work is bleeding
and it is tiring work
to kill one at a time
to dress the jays
to strip the sun
from honeybees.
I sing to forget these 
butcher's hands. 
For the eggs polished fine
as the sky by sunsets.
26
V. Peacock
You make me dance for you wearing high heels,
you say my color makes me beautiful.
Why should I hide the scars? Each shade of blue
I bore for myself, not your approval.
I wear eyes to make them look back at me
and say “I see you chasing me, tiger
I am too strong, too fast, too smart for you
and I will not hide myself from your claws.”
I wear the names you call me when you think
I'm not listening and I make them mean 
survival. I make them mean love and beauty.
These feathers have been broken, they have
been dragged through the mud. But I will wear them
like a king's cloak and I will fight for you.
27
VI. Loon
Sister moon, I feel your lull
your tug and your pull
on father's mountain skirts
begging him to carry you.
We are not prophets.
We are not cast in gold.
We have only been reading
the trail he made, dragging
irons across the sky.
The moons are showing me
how to change myself
with just one face.
28
VII. Swan
Suppose it does not need to be her.
Only her bones are left— not even 
her bones. Just the sky's breath 
whispering beneath our wings.
I capture the history
in the sound of beating wings,
in cries meeting the lake's skin
with my breast silent beneath me.
Follow me through the moors.
Follow me through the silence
and the fog left by long boats
with bellies full of fire.
29
VIII. Great Horned Owl
Dusk is haired with pine
and stone, turrets awaiting
a signal from above. 
But could I see the smoke
with a trillion fires already lit?
Unfold the records from my belly.
If you could tell the future 
with bones, we'd know everything.
But no, only mouse bones. Only
I don't remember finding her children.
Not even this alchemy dissolves
their demand to exist.
30
IX. Falcon
Actually, I heard you 
the first time. The fact is
I'm done here. Consider
moving to higher ground
and forget Bethlehem.
I'm looking for another body 
of water to drink from.
Let go of the earth
because it's changing faster
than we are. We should change
into something a little more
appropriate for the party.
31
X. Cardinal
Like the rubies my mother wore
I can't remember her skin.
I'm all wrapped up in red
painting the next Revelations
on stained glass keychains.
The currants have stained me.
All I remember is the sun
shining through that glass act
turning the forest of her body
into oxygen. It filled my head
with well-fiddled fiddles
instead of eulogies. 
32
XI. Bowerbird
At least I can build
a memorial to blue.
Bottles and beads
stones and sky.
Will you stay with me
in this idea of a hue
suited for the sea
or morning glories?
We are growing blue.
We were born blue.
This borrowed time is blue.
Maybe blue won't fade too.
33
XII. Sparrow
My song gives night
to your eyes. Drink 
the sound, this cage
you built to feed me.
I am caged in my own
molting bodies.
How many thousands
of tongues can you cut?
I don't need a song.
Only the attic's heat,
only to fill the home
inside of you.
34
XIII. Peahen
We keep a grand throne
and our love for stones
drives us to build castles
so we can leave them.
My eyes are upon the shore
where we dirtied our dresses
in the sand and laughed
at how loved we looked.
My thousand eyes are weary
of the kaleidoscope's flourish.
If you would forgive me,
I would watch only you.
35
XIV. Barn Owl
Do not make me an augury
of your self-prophecy. No knives
in my sight save for mice
and those that run in the dark.
Name me large and terrible.
I do not roar but conspire with the moon.
Name them. Name your sickness
and your reaper. Name your children
after something old and terrible
but leave to me 
the quiet rush of snow and stillness.
We hunt together from the flanks
to find the scrambling creature inside us
and name it before we change again.
36
XV. Raven
I was always you.
The voices belonged
to another bird, their souls 
still singing on my tongue.
The curtain of midnight
falls over our shivering 
blackbodies, huddled
through permafrost's
interlude. Play 
in the seeds of spring
and be reborn again,
for I am still you.
37
III.
38
The Phoenix 
I.
A sun rises from the clot of leaves 
between maple roots with colors
carried from the Pacific morning.  
She wraps them around her shoulders, 
wears dirt like a farmer's tan. People hurry 
from the barber to the subway, hurry 
from her spread arms and pretend
not to hear her sing out, tell me again.
She knows the words crooning from the boy's 
headphones, hello, goodbye. The bank teller wears 
her grandmother's kitten sweaters every day 
to hide the velvet rope stains on her wrists. 
The project manager is skipping out on lunch. 
He can't afford to pick up the bill this time. 
He can't afford the embarrassment. 
The veteran. The cruise guide.
Firemen. Taxicabs. Courier. 
It makes her hungry. 
II.
Bistro is packed with the streets. She is seated
in a seat the hostess keeps for a beautiful woman
39
without reservations. Across the garden of sweat-
smeared faces against pleather vines, a pair of sequined
cowgirls discuss the investment of horses while spooning 
minestrone.  She orders that and the chef's surprise.
Her belly is impatient. She swallows complimentary
breadsticks, old gum, salad dressing.  “A new baby
is coming,” says the family at table five. Laughter
fills her better than carbohydrates. 
She has a plate of fish eggs, chicken
eggs, goose eggs. Dips into the little suns
and likes the flare of yolk across her tongue. 
It is not enough. 
III.
She takes wine on the rooftop patio with the sun
at her back. The tide changes at the strike of one
o'clock. A widow returns to her hospital
shift from a funeral, and scorns her gaze. 
The survivor's lips blow steam into the autumn 
afternoon. Then suck the breath back 
in, for fear of losing it. 
40
She lights a cigarette with a stare. 
Her shadow boils and smoke crawls 
down the railing, across the community board, 
and onto faces of missing spaniels, runaways-- 
onto the radio, the top 20 stations and news
of unemployed getting second chances.
Ash falls from her lips to constellate
the railing, where she charts a course
to Istanbul, Sydney, Dublin;  
Alpha Phoenicis and Centauri;
A story stretching from 300 B.C. 
to the heat death of the universe. 
IV.
She furls her wings about the skyline
and magnifies every walking body,
every shade waiting to be written
in the shadow of a quill. She magnifies
until the paint melts from the rising walls
forming Belief, the word slipping 
into the city's veins.  She magnifies 
the bodiless god pouring life 
and immolation. 
41
She licks the grease of frankincense 
from her lips and pays her bill  
ready to give birth to herself
so then eternity can begin, again.
42
The Moon in Glass
Winter burns behind the window
and nips my fingertips when I reach
through the shadow-skirts of the moon
who can see me but cannot see me
reaching for her. The distance is darkness 
I fill with slavering dogs
and other nightmares. Any fear is better 
than emptiness, any whispered 'never' 
is better than silence.
She fills my eyes like oceans
rising up the continents, she visits
every shore, sneaking down the heavens
to wade in pools and share whiskey
with the broken who stare up like we do
who share their secrets with the moon.
Sometimes we send a suitor
to dance with her where height ends
I like to pretend that I'm the one
43
cast into an orbiting waltz, to feel
what it's like to whirl in the cold of space
and still smile at those below.
44
Ravenkind
I.
Beg pardon, we seem 
suited to this shaded sky edge.
Tattered,
I give my assurance
we mean no harm.
II.
Dressed in pinstripes black on black
happy to ruffle your plumes.
It all gets ironed out in the end.
It all comes down to laundry.
Picking up bits and bobbles after the ruin
and damn do we make it look good.
III.
Me and mine ride the neon 
and by god do we make it look
so good it hurts.
45
We take no offense
when you stumble back
and try to find your breath.
IV.
We've a kind of dance
that doesn't step on each other's feet.
A rowdy gait doesn't mind a fair smog
stinking up the floor,
each tile tapping talon tapping
a word you might understand.
V.
The news is better when you get it from the birds
and maybe you can grasp it from each call.
Sun, swallow, play, chainsaw on a tin can, damn.
46
Cartography
She put a page, blank, into my hands
and said, don't think-- draw a map in crayon
or ink. Don't be afraid to scratch it out.
Predict a world across the road of the universe.
Fold it, put it in your pocket.
Name the cities, the rivers, the places you want to go.
Crumple it!  Throw it in the dirt and unfold it tomorrow.
How does it look?
Let it rest. Wander off the path.
Put it somewhere your grandfather smokes
and forget.
Find it when you find it, yellow
and old and tasting like gold.
Tell it aloud
where you want to go.
47
Five Stories about a Fox
Scorched lotus and lavender smoke against curtains
with black cat shadows prowling through their folds
or chasing rolls of yarn into sunlight, a few threads
slipping loose when the bells on the door jangle
like change in a poor man's palm. 
The mood doesn't work unless you breathe 
it deep and let it burn in you,  or you're 
the kind of person who likes unicorns
bounding bountifully over snow globes, 
without the irony.
A young Chinese woman rings up 
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Wicca and Witchcraft:
Third Edition, bundles it with sandalwood candles
and a couple bags of powdered cinnabar
then turns her iPod back on.
It seems like monsters used to mean something,
she says. Once, a nine-tailed fox
slipped into the skin of Xia Jie's concubine
and bent an empire before her. 
In Korea she and her sisters shared 
a man's liver, still warm in his body.
48
And then, she nearly growls, the fox married 
a Japanese farmer and inverted his rice field 
so the magistrate could not tax him. 
But she kissed her children with the same lips 
she once licked clean of a samurai's blood.
Now she swings her blonde hair through cels
of animation like an airbrushed model, riding 
the shoulders of a boy who might, just maybe! 
be bold enough to love such a wicked creature
the woman laughs through her teeth.
The clerk coaxes a storm from the snow globe
with a gentle wringing of tissue paper, 
gold glinting as she eyes her customer,
nodding at every beat. She grabs a steamed bun
from behind the counter, raises it to her mouth,
and begins to chew.
49
The Labyrinth
In the middle of a city is a cage.
You aren't thrown in, you're born
without being issued habeus corpus,
without being read your rights.
You're a monster. You know that
because that's what they call you.
That's what's written on the wall.
It's written in your blood.
When you grow so big that the bars
can't hold you any more, you think
you're free but there are walls everywhere. 
Your life is made up of cells
from the crib in your mom's apartment
to the brick red radio crooning
and slices of the galaxy. Even your body
is made up of little prison blocks, 
little beasts putting in hard time 
to get you out of bed in the morning.
You get up and walk with your right hand
on the wall, you should be getting somewhere
50
but you keep circling steel giants and only 
their mirrors can hold the big blue sky. 
This planet has a hold on you.
Gravity keeps pulling you in
and you hope it's for a loving embrace.
Mother nature loves her monsters.
She's got a picture of a minotaur
inside her purse. She's got a picture
of you. And even though she tells you
to be good, she knows a hero will
knock on your door, and she prays
for you to break his bones.
51
In the Jungle
Here one body can cast a thousand shadows
snapped between the boutique lights,
each shape frozen like a mannequin.
Women let go with just a few words 
on their cell phones. Their shades
lean over the rail and watch boys
tap against the case of the zirconium.
How would you revere the floor
where a dozen men jumped 
and became mannequins, 
outlined in white, one arm stretched 
towards Annie's Pretzels 
the other reaching for Hot Topic?
The spaces where ghosts live
are getting smaller by the day,
but someone is folding paper tigers 
to stalk among the plastic ferns.
52
Unicorn
His groves are waiting to be torn down
like movie sets. The tulip lamps are packed
bale-tight in the trunk, the actors leave behind
scripts for the sparrows to pore over. Lines 
are repeated as if blown against the sand, and all
anyone can remember is the dunes
in metamorphosis. Of course he's on the cover,
of course he gets top billing.  But he dreams
of deserts and solitude, a sun that clicks
off and makes us beg for squelching heat
like horseshoes quenched too soon.
Now the cameras are gone, and he parts 
his mane, shows the stump like tilak
or sugarcream fielded in caramel.  Do you want to
touch it?   With the giddiness of two malts
in a boy with a bronze bone poking 
from his arm,  See how it feels. 
It's like being backstage in the skull
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of this city, its scaffolding stuffed with evergreen 
cobblestone, snow globes encircling coral colored 
girders and Homer's manuscript for the musical Earth.
Vinyl tracks for the mixer.  His alicorn is wrapped in 
eight virgin fingers, in the smell of old wine and velvet 
paper where sight is enough. He pulls the shutters down
against the ferns and kisses goodnight,
calls two taxis to the road and leaves the stage
to be stumbled on by the wandering or the lost.
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St. George's St.
I take a photograph by the school, across
from the stands of street meat and sweet
cooking kettle corn, and people
like a rainbow from rich to ragged, wearing
or carrying their souls in a jacket pocket.
I can only capture a couple at a time,
the rest are out of frame. I worry
about the moments in the corners. 
Is he holding her hand or hurting her?
Is the man looking over the river
planning his jump while two kids
share a triple stack of ice cream?
These are the pictures I take. I like it
when they are laughing. When something
comes along and makes them full 
of laughter for a little longer.
Saint George didn't know he'd have a street.
St. George's St. doesn't remember you
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the way these pictures do. You don't remember
the way you looked at me looking at you.
And all these negatives miss the point.
I can't see the ghosts of the soldiers stationed
on St. George's in the church turned china shop.
It's empty after the purple lid of sky shuts tight. 
But did you know it all happened here?
Did you know you were loved here, too?
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Undine Lingers
He made a maze from pipes and metal, bent
sigils like constellations trickling light 
from buried roads and turbines. I sprung up 
from marble, through slivers into air, gleamed
under lamplight. Pooled there in a fountain 
by the bus stop, I remind him of the sound
of suns shattering, the shape of stone held
in my twirling arch. I kiss his breath, their 
breath, when they go home alone, inside.
Melodies shake into their walls—love song, 
lament, celebration. A cocktail of need
they hide. I listen. I touch them. I spread
thin as skin and tap against the glass
I want heat from faces, I want to taste words from books.
Words fade like tears. I hope they linger here.
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Apology to Anansi
I could say I got it from my mother, driving 
books onto unsuspecting spider heads 
but then I wouldn't own the killing
of your children. When every rib
smoked in maple is murder, when every breath
chokes an undivided seed, you have to own them
or else be swallowed up.
I'm trying to admire the webs strung between spruce 
branches and the mail box, how they all 
unwind from your abdomen like machinery. 
I'm trying to think back to your black 
smile in children's books, to the stories 
you'd teach me to spin. There's a body of a spider 
between the pages of Anansi Boys
sitting on my shelf. 
Who knows how many mosquitoes she would have caught?  
Could she hear wind vibrating her first threads 
like the primal viola, or is that too melodramatic for an arachnid
motivated by the need to fill her guts and spread
herself across every chain link?  I can imagine it,
so I'll be kinder, even if I wake with cranberry lumps 
on my arms. I'll be clever with a cup 
and cleverer with paper.
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Crematorium
The sun chiseled its shape into my eyes
as he shut the cremation room, and me
inside, with echoes of inferno still
ringing in my sight. I am not afraid
to admit that I screamed for a while
having seen only the dim silhouette
of the furnace where the bodies became
no bodies, and it smelled like cheap perfume.
I must have imagined burning, fire
the only thing my eyes could remember--
flames blue and white, and soaring shapes
that could have been the birches moving
seemed to me to be phantasms. A growl
echoed from deeper in the crematorium,
and I wondered what mortician would not 
want Cerberus to hold vigil over the stove?
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His Last Words
Once we've drunk our rosy wines
you must fly like the trains into the night.
Visit shops and dance with rose-cheeked robins
who live for cheer and choose the sky
and meet your Rosa or Madonna
with star-eyed child to ease your fears.
Do not drink me like a dog 
whose thirst haunts him from dawn to dusk.
No vigil blazes at our mountain's peak;
no hungry jackal roams our deserts.
Close your eyes and name the skies in windows,
and my shadow will hold you in broken light.
Our songs of fleeting flesh linger in cafes,
and crow's tongues taste our whetted lips.
When all these have passed, I will lay you down
on golden scales and measure your heart.
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IV.
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Sylph
My first borrowed breath was a trap, willow
fur and molasses penetrating the womb, filling
my lungs with the smell of ozone. I was lured
by the wind to play in the rain, to praise the lightning
reaching down to scratch Earth's nape. I thought
I heard a whisper of Halcyon. Not a guardian
but a seducer, who raised me for my fall.
Chinook swam past, brushed my skin, their morphine
strong enough to make the tattoo needle vanish
into my stomach. I was grafted into being alone
with heron wings, with the urge to bend every minute
hand I ever see so clocks break against their own frames.
I was made to crawl into the lavender field to adopt 
the names of stars. I believed their teeth
could actually stand for kindness. Then
like a snake I shed my last pearl
skin and came to know the shame 
of being naked and pink.
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You let the sky strike me down. Violet jaws wrenched
balm from my lips, claws shredded my eyes until scales
of kaleidoscope shattered in the clouds. A hand on the shoulder
of the road to Borges' library. A hoarse kiss,
a house in the horizon brimming with silver. Not flowers
but a man prostrate on another's grave as he wilts.
Did you not think I would see the stars emerge 
from the blood on my skull and wish
upon them as well?  Did you not think that I would eat
and fill my voided guts with your bait?
I learn the language you speak in hollow reeds.
I will love you without dying.
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Stories Never Told
Quartz lotuses form a spiral staircase.
Clouds are closer to waterfalls and falling
ends on the mattress spring spires, again.
A boy's lips taste like tobacco.
He lends his friend joints but hides
his cigarettes under the floorboards.
Barbed wire roars from chain-link fences
with a foot-wide gap between them
for pilfering keys that go to nothing, now.
A bone-handle knife digs into flesh like screwing
in a library or under the covers. Soot catches
everyone's eyes but they blink it away.
In the forest again. The voice
of a wren getting closer as it flies away.
Wallabies put a picket under the tire swing.
A rainbow leads to gravel roads.
A rainbow leads to a broken pedestal.
A rainbow leads back to where it started.
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Paper folds and folds until it can hold
the universe. A hundred fortunes written in gel
and all of them end up paved over.
Plum eyes. Bruised fists. Sometimes
black moves first and that's okay.
The chess board churns like a maelstrom.
Trees bite their bark when nails drive in
ornamenting their trunks with dead planks.
It takes them centuries to return the embrace.
Anything with a happy ending.
Anything that ends in death.
Anything that lasts long enough.
The direction a stranger walks
after boarding up his trailer
and vowing never to sleep again.
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The Fox Woman 
They told you not to love me,
that I would drag you into the earth.
I will take you 
with the manners of a fine tea ceremony.
I will let your tendons roll off my tongue 
then leave them to grow and age 
and let their aroma sweeten 
with longing.
I will unwrap you like an oiled olive leaf 
and pick up each piece, looking in 
like a jeweler searches a sapphire.
I will take away each day
and fill them with the taste of honeyed ginger.
So if you love me
know that I will drink you away 
with each plum blossom falling.
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The Guarded Lament
Two stone gryphons roost over the road,
flanking a stone archway, sentinels
whose unblinking eyes watch us wrinkle
on our way while their shadows cover none.
They have the better half of sired sight 
and claw. No sphinx on his bearded down, 
no tremble in her cry. Nothing but the right
to baptize the wicked by beak and blood.
I touch their hands, sculpted like the maker
might have liked, and lords and ladies
leer from their windows without the kindness
I listen for with my ear to tufted ears.
Their marble mitochondria burn
as if centuries of sleep means only waking
at the right moment. When we all crumble
their irises will hold fast within the dust. 
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Embalming
You made my body a wide country
flushed with vineyards, its rolling
grapes settling on the belly,
ticklish roots tasting all the water
left in me. The brain wasted itself
aging dead dandelion wines, but you
tilled trenches through my ribs
and let poems take seed in me.
You sweetened my breath with slurred
songs, and when the songbird slipped
from me you caught it in your palms
and cast its fluttering into clay,
and you fed me frozen mirrors--
glass glazed with stolen nights
and shivering stars you named
like a mother names her child.
We imbibed each other's lives
from beneath the icy lids.
Did we dance or did we stumble?
We were always trying to lead
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and led each other in circles.
You lay me in the wheat, and took
my hunger with your teeth, whispered
“now none will ever leave you.”
I grew into your orchard, your shifting
sands wandering across the seas,
apples where apples should not grow,
and you left my heart as seed.
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Salamander
Fire and metal made you
in an afterbirth of slag,
your song filled with the bellows
of silver bells ringing in the dark.
The blades cut you free
from your mother's cord,
bleed fire and metal,
and her milk smears your lips
with ash. The water whispering
in the walls was brought
through sweating flames
whose tongues lap the air in glee.
We are all furnaces. We
are sisters and brothers to the stars
churning vapors into lights into
starry nights and fresh sweet rolls.
The arpeggio of iron notes fires once, 
strikes a man's heart and he
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stops. So you fear your mother
and your brothers and your sisters
and the coronal cobra's stare.
You're paralyzed because a bullet
is a bead moving faster than
kindness, because you don't know
whether the hammer raises 
to strike the nail on the head
or the head itself, because you love
by consuming the ones you love.
You want to touch but you can only
bite their fingertips, so you shine
like a forgotten torch in the night,
giving your softness to cradles 
and cars and telephones,
engagement rings and rainbow
wrist bands, cords and chains
suspending the sparkling cites
above the water, shielded
from the snuffing wind.
A candle can become a sun
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though neither will burn forever.
I will snuff in a wisp of smoke,
but I can spark a flame in you.
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Shadow
It's like the shade of a tree,
not iron doors closing. Here,
it's safe to let your guard down.
I will not leave you, though
I may hide in your throat,
not a shadow leaking out.
I will be here when you need me
to offer escape from the day.
Close your eyes and see
twilight slip from the horizon
and pinpricks in the sky.
See a fold of night
unfurl across your acres.
I will walk beside you
even after all the suns burn out.
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Batspeak
Envision painting with silver chimes like a camera's flash but slower.
It's like the city is on your side when it always calls back to you.
A little ping and it's a new place 18  nanoseconds but it tastes different.
Bats are handsome little bastards and life could be so much better.
Rousettus aegyptiacus or Desmodus rotundus or Megabat sounds heroic.
All of them have different Mary's     but I'm sure it's better to sleep together
by the thousands. Like peppering twilight without counting boxes.
Tiger moth. Calf. Mosquito. Mayfly. Suck the juice out of old oranges
like mojitos. Cherry red tattoos-- a nick on the flank that will heal and
just itch at you for a while. Skyscraper panes suspend small caravans
sleeping through the hammered heat. You do that when you work nights.
A fruitless night but the taste of metal when your friend shares blood.
They share their fill when you're empty because you do the same
and that's the way they always are. Bedtime stories are a bit noisy though.
Maybe your sun is opalbright warmth that lets you sleep at day.
Are there psalms of dandelion kings to keep you together on their journey
of maple gutters and amber springs? In the end you hang yourself down
no matter what brought you there and the sun always rises again.
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Procession at Twilight
I left my bed one moonbrimmed night,
plied ochre stars and wormwood pins
between my ruddy palms and fell
right beside the burrow. There
the foxes kept their court and yard in bloom,
and could not see me beyond the gardens. 
I claimed a room and drank the days 
in fitless drops sapped from dogwood eaves.
By stars' fall snowrobed owls sung,
and the black socked children hopped
to their melodies. They believed
themselves alone, and so among
the sylvan land I crept, obscured
from its scene. I breathed the moon
into my lungs and wept unheard
in dizzied joy. The creatures' boon
was taking me over, and yet leaving
all in harmony. It was believing 
or by leaving that we all persisted.
I mimicked their bodies and stories,
my feet blackened with earth. I gave
up all hungers but hunger.
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The mother must have seen me seize
half a hare her kits would not save
too deep in play to care. They lent
their blood to seek enlightenment.
What could burn their house but silence,
a silence that needed hunting.
An emptiness took seeds, a lamp, 
then everything.
The foxes howled. The owls howled.
Black ferns trembled and fireflies fizzled.
The foxes lit a candle for each star
until fire flooded the wooded glen.
The vigil made, they kissed and gathered our
wills in ribbon. We moved in procession
to the beat of burning wax.
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Hulse-Taylor: Inspiral
For once, let's not talk about endings.
Count the pop of starburst, fireweed
roaring across space and time
until the tips tickle your toes
hanging off of your front porch.
Lick the rim of the mason jar,
suckle another mouthful of honey.
Take off your shoes and dance
before the spinning stars lead you.
We hold our breath in the silence,
cry out when the lights flash
and bodies jag, frame by frame
closer together. You see a thousand years
flicker by.  These kids are dead and yet
they're throwing their music out
not wondering if they'll grow
or become big black holes. 
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Fingerprints
I remember you like obsidian
remembers burning, that is to say
I remember you with my body.
Your fingers trace the scars in my skin.
I'm like a mirror but you make me feel like glass
and your fingers tell my story.
I escaped from splinters of earth,
full of bubbling laughter and consumption
enough to devour cities whole.
I escaped with longing for something bigger
to wrap around me. I was dangerous
because I didn't know how to be an island
and an island isn't alone, an island touches
the sea and the place it was born. An island
starts to grow and it has a port on all sides
no matter how beat up it looks. It is the place
where we come to sing. This is the place
where you were bold enough to land.
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You left me when I was burning, and you waited
to tell me what I have become
when I have finally become still.
